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EXECUTIVE BONUS ARRANGEMENTS

THE



An executive bonus arrangement is an employee benefit in which
the employer agrees to pay premiums on personal life insurance on
the life of a selected employee or employees.

THE

Purpose…



The employer creates additional rewards for specific individuals
such as company executives or other key employees.



The employee enjoys favorable recognition with added life insurance protection and the potential for increased retirement income.

THE
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Concept…

Process…

The employer usually spells out the terms of the arrangement in a
written agreement.
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The employee applies for and owns an insurance policy on his or
her life. The employer pays the annual policy premium or provides
a yearly cash bonus which the employee uses to pay the premium.



The annual premium payment or cash bonus is deductible by the
employer, provided the insured employee’s total compensation is
“reasonable” in the IRS’s opinion.



Excess or “unreasonable” compensation is not deductible by the
employer and, like other compensation, is includable in the employee’s gross income.



The policy’s cash values belong to the employee, who can use them
for emergencies or to supplement income after retirement.



When the employee dies, the beneficiary typically receives the
policy’s death proceeds free of federal income tax.

THE

Bottom Line...

Executive bonus arrangements provide a tax-favored way to reward
valued employees on a selective basis, avoiding anti-discrimination
rules and giving the recipients added recognition in the form of valuable life insurance protection and other benefits.
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SUMMARY
What Is Executive Bonus?
The executive bonus arrangement is an easy-to-implement employee benefit giving employers complete control in providing
hand-picked employees with individual life insurance protection, supplementing broad-based group term life plans that
may be in place.
The arrangement is simplicity itself, with no burdensome
reporting requirements or problems with anti-discrimination
rules imposed by the IRS. Employees secure additional insurance protection while employers have total discretion in selecting which employees to reward and how much protection to
provide.

How Does It Work?
The employee applies for and owns a life insurance policy on
his/her life, and names a personal beneficiary.
The employer pays an annual bonus to the employee either in
cash or indirectly as a premium on the life insurance policy.
The result is employer-provided life insurance owned by the
employee and ultimately benefiting the employee’s personally
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selected beneficiaries. It’s used by employers to reward selected
key employees for significant contributions to the company’s
bottom line. (The arrangement is generally not recommended
for S corporation owners or partners since those businesses are
not separate taxpaying entities.)

What Are the Tax Consequences?
The employer reports the bonus to the employee and the IRS.
Some arrangements provide for an additional cash bonus to
offset anticipated payroll and income taxes. This results in a
zero net cost to employees.
Since the annual premium payment or bonus is taxed to the
employee, it is generally deductible by the employer provided
the employee’s total compensation is “reasonable.” If it’s unreasonably high in the IRS’s judgment, the excess compensation is
not deductible by the employer and, like other compensation, is
taxed to the employee.
As owner of the policy, the employee has access to its cash
value. The accumulating, tax-deferred values may exceed the
employee’s annual tax liability after a few years and can be used
to cover those costs if the employee chooses to take loans or
partial surrenders. Or they can be left in the policy for unanticipated emergencies or to supplement future retirement income.
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What Are the Benefits?
For the employer, the executive bonus arrangement offers
complete control in singling out and rewarding executives and
other key employees with employer-financed, personal life insurance. It’s easy to create and administer, with few restrictions
or reporting requirements. Employers can choose a different
policy amount for each selected employee. And it provides an
effective way to encourage selected employees to remain with
the company.
For the employee, the arrangement provides additional life
insurance protection funded with employer dollars. Cash values,
which grow on a tax-deferred basis, are available for potential
emergencies or to supplement future retirement income. Death
benefits paid to the employee’s personal beneficiary are generally income tax free. And because the policy is owned by the
employee and not the business, it is portable if the employee
leaves the organization.

What’s the Result?
Executive bonus arrangements provide a tax-favored way to
reward key people on a selective basis, avoiding anti-discrimination rules and giving the recipients added recognition with
valuable life insurance protection. Employees on the receiving
end appreciate knowing that the company values their services,
adding to the firm’s chances of retaining valuable, productive
contributors to its bottom line.
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1. The employer pays for a policy on the selected
employee’s life in the form of premiums or
cash bonuses (deductible to the extent that
the total compensation is reasonable), which
are forwarded to the life insurance company.

2. The payments are deductible (to the extent
the employee’s total compensation is reasonable) by the employer...

3. ...and reported to the employee as additional
compensation each year.

4. As owner of the policy, the employee has access to the policy’s accumulating cash values*
and names his or her personal beneficiary.
*As an option, the employer may place restrictions on
the employee’s access to the cash value.

5. At the employee’s death, the beneficiary receives the policy’s death proceeds, generally
free of federal income tax.
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This writing is provided for informational purposes only. Neither
New York Life Insurance Company, its agents, or its employees are
in the business of providing tax, legal or accounting advice, and none
is intended nor should be inferred from the foregoing comments and
observations. Clients should be advised to seek the counsel of their
own tax, accounting and legal advisors who must form their own
independent opinions on these matters based upon their independent
knowledge and research.
This material includes a discussion of one or more tax-related topics.
This tax-related discussion was prepared to assist in the promotion or
marketing of the transactions or matters addressed in this material. It
is not intended (and cannot be used by any taxpayer) for the purpose of
avoiding any IRS penalties that may be imposed upon the taxpayer.
The Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job
Creation Act (“the Act”) was enacted on December 17, 2010. For 2011
and 2012, the Act provides for a $5 million Federal gift, estate and
generation skipping transfer tax exemption amount (indexed for inflation starting in 2012) and a top gift, estate and GST tax rate of 35%.
On January 1, 2013, a $1 million Federal gift, estate and GST exemption amount and a maximum gift, estate and GST tax rate of 55% is
scheduled to go into effect. These considerations apply only to the
Federal transfer taxes. Any state-level estate or inheritance tax should
be evaluated separately.
The cash value in a life insurance policy is accessed through policy
loans, which accrue interest at the current rate, and withdrawals.
Loans and withdrawals will decrease the cash surrender value and
death benefit.
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